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Preface
S is a high-levellanguage for manipulating, analysing and displaying data. It
forms the basis of two highly acclaimed and widely used data analysis software
systems, the commercial S-PLUS and the Open Source R. This book provides an
in-depth guide to writing software in the S language under either or both of those
systems.
One of the great strengths of S is its extensibility, and how to exploit that
strength is the theme ofthis book. The companion book, Modem Applied Statistics
with S (Venables & Ripley, 2002), covers the use of S-PLUS in statistics and
data analysis, including using extensions that we and others have written. This
volume tells the reader how those extensions were produced and documented. It
is aimed at users of S-PLUS or R who want to implement statistical methods or to
manipulate data effectively, as well as at those who wish to develop vertical-market
applications in S, for example a financial pricing or medical diagnosis system.
Several different implementations of S have appeared. There are currently
two S 'engines' in use: S-PLUS 3.x, 4.x and 2000 are based on version 3 ofthe
S language whereas S-PLUS 5.x is based on S version 4. There is also an Open
Source system called R which is 'not unlike' version 3 of the S language. We
consider all of these, in particular how to use the strengths of one engine to suggest
how to develop better programs in another. To avoid endless circumlocutions we
will refer to the S language unless we mean a specific dialect; this seems not unfair
to R whose design pays homage to S.
A very good way to leam about S programming is to study example code:
indeed that is how we had to leam ourselves. All the S code in the system can
be listed and studied. We hope too that S prograrnmers will find the extensive
libraries we have written to accompany Venables & Ripley (2002) to be instructive;
they are the result of years of honing the code to work well on many versions and
in particular on all three engines.
Since 1997 the Windows version of S-PLUS has had a graphical user interface
in the style ofwidespread Windows packages, and facilities to write 'user-friendly'
graphical interfaces in that style. Since these can be crucial to the adoption of
advanced methods written in S, we devote a chapter to the programming of such
interfaces.
One very effective way to extend the S is to write interface functions to
compiled code written in C, FORTRAN, C++, .... Such extensions are first-class
objects in S (unlike some macro-based languages), and compiled code can be used
both to interface to existing code, and to speed up methods initially written in S.
v
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Indeed, we have often used the S language for rapid prototyping, transferring key
computations to compiled code in C and eventually writing a pure C version. We
devote a chapter to using compiled code.
The authors may be contacted by electronic mail as
Bill.Venables~cmis.csiro.au
ripley~stats.ox.ac.uk

and would appreciate being informed of errors and improvements to the contents
of this book. Errata and updates will be made available on-line (see page 4).
To avoid any confusion, S-PLUS is a commercial product, details of which
may be obtained from http://ww.insightful.com/. and R is an Open Source
project, with source and binaries available via a network of sites mirroring http:
Ilwww.r-project.org/.
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Typographical Conventions
Throughout this book S language constructs and commands to the operating system are set in a monospaced typewriter font like this. The character - may
appear as - on your keyboard, screen or printer.
We often use the prompts $ for the operating system (it is the standard prompt
for the Unix Boume shell) and > for S. However, we do not use prompts for
continuation lines, which are indicated by indentation. One reason for this is that
the length of line available to use in a book column is less than that of a standard
terminal window, so we have had to break lines which were not broken at the
terminal.
Some of the S output has been edited. Where complete lines are omitted,
these are usually indicated by

in listings; however most blank lines have been silently removed. Much of the
output was generated with the options settings
options(width=65, digits=5)

R

in effect, whereas the defaults are 80 and 7 .
R differences (at the time of writing) are often signalled by a marginal R, as
here.
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